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A transformative experience that youA transformative experience that you
can learn to replicate back homecan learn to replicate back home



This
training
is for
you if... You are a youthworker,

educator, activist or change-
maker

You are truly concerned
about the climate  and
ecological  crisis

You are motivated to learn facilitating skills so you
can replicate the experience in your own context

 
 

You can fully commit to a transformative
and challenging experience with an
open mind, leaving work and mobile
aside for 10 days

Training Course
9 Jan > arrival

20 Jan> departure.
(Algarve, Portugal)

Implementation 
 of the learning and
dissemination         

Preparation 

with your sending

organization (Online)



About 

The WTR is a group methodology whose main objective
is to activate the emotional, psychological and spiritual
resources necessary to rediscover and experience the
innate connections with ourselves, others and the Earth.

Participants commonly experience a heightened sense
of community and courage, as well as renewed
inspiration and creativity to take the unique gift they
carry within to share in beneficial ways in their
communities. 

A significant part of the activity
programe is based on the Work
That Reconnects (WTR).

"The Work that
Reconnects"





About the current climate and
ecological crises.

A full methodology to deal with the
difficult emotions that they may trigger 

Innovative practices to apply on groups
and on your own life

Useful tools and resources to engage
with your community

Creative ways to do it!

What are
you going
to learn?



We are experiencing turbulent period  that is
both scary and promising. The loss of trust in
politicians and media, the perception of injustice
and of course, the extreme urgency of the
ecological and climate crises can serve as fertile
soil for something completely new.

It's time to empower ourselves,  expand our
conciousness, improve our analytical skills, help
to live out our values, and enable people to
contribute their best selves to our struggles and
contexts.

Depth, connection and creativity are powerful
ways to create the future we want to live in.

Some notes
and context



About 

Vita Nativa was born in the heart of Ria Formosa Natural Park,
a crucial wetland habitat, is working to bring a new
perspective regarding Ecotourism, Wildlife surveying and
Environmental education

Carlos Buj - Educator and Activist. He has
worked for the last few years coordinating
educational  projects as well as designing
and facilitating workshops and courses
in/about nature, especially with the Work
that Reconnects. 

As a climate activist he is active in
Extinction Rebellion and walked 850km to
the COP26 in Glasgow.

Irene Fernández - Communicator and Educator.
She has specialized in environmental education,
interculturality and co-education. She has wide
experience in the Erasmus+ programme and in
Non-Formal Learning. Currently, she works with
local NGOs providing workshops and managing
projects. 

She is keen on permaculture, agroecology,
ecofeminism and botanics.

The trainers

https://ecotopias.net/
https://marcha-a-glasgow.xraragon.net/en/home/


The venue

Monte Mariposa Retreat Centre is located next Tavira, in
a beautiful valley in the heart of the Algarve. A
landscape with ancient almond trees and carob trees
and views over the Ria Formosa Natural Park. 

It provides a special
environment with a natural
beauty for inspiring,
nourishing and enriching.
 
  The diet will be
vegetarian (adaptable to
allergies, gluten
intolerances or vegan diets).
The food will  be tasty and
home cooked, based on
Mediterranean diet and
using local products. 

https://montemariposa.net/


Practicalities

Travel and health insurance

What to bring

We recommend bringing comfortable clothes
and good walking shoes. 

Earplugs can be useful too. We invite you to bring
anything that you would like to share, such as
musical instruments, stories, games, typical food
from your country, etc. 

All participants must bring their European
Insurance Card or health insurance. It is a
mandatory requirement. We recommend taking
out travel insurance also.

Participation fee

There is a participation fee of 50 € to be paid in
cash at arrival. 



The participants should arrive to Tavira by their own means. From

there, we will transport you to the venue. 

Tavira is well conected by train to Faro and Lisbon and by bus to

Huelva and Seville

Faro is the closest airport and buses every hour to the city center

are available. The train station is right next to the bus station

From Lisbon airport you can arrive by metro to Oriente train station

and take a train to Tavira

From Huelva you can arrive to Tavira by bus

From Seville city center you can reach Tavira directly by bus. If the

schedules don't fit, you can go by train from Seville to Huelva

Getting there

About the
journey
Since the training course is trying to apply ecological practices and be
coherent with the values we stand for, we encourage participants from
Spain, Portugal, France, the Netherlands and Italy to use "Green Travel". This
means, avoiding flights. We will support all green travel. Check interrail
options!

To the venue

Remember!
09 Jan > Arrival

20 Jan> Departure

https://www.interrail.eu/en


Your travel costs will be reimbursed up to that limit shown in the
table below upon full attendance of the training course and if
the trip is done within 48 hours before/after the course.

From Organization
Max. Reimbursement in €

(green travel)
Max. Reimbursement

in € (plane)

Portugal Vita Nativa 210 not possible

Italy Saremo Alberi 350 250

Bulgaria Walk together - 360

Slovakia SYTEV 350 250

Spain Boodaville 210 not possible

Netherlands
INTERNATIONALE

ARBEIDSVERENIGING
350 250

Greece HYP - 320

Others By Salto 350 250

 Travel reimbursement

*Choose the cheapest way of transportation (2nd class trains and planes).
Only public transportation will be reimbursed (no taxis). Reimbursements
will be made in Euros.
*You have one month after the project to submit your reimbursement
form together with all original travel tickets, boarding passes and invoices.
*We won't reimburse plane tickets from Spain or Portugal.
*For people who choose green transportation, please take into account
that the journey can last 2 days, we can provide extra money to cover
meals.

http://www.vidalia.coop/inici/?fbclid=IwAR0ijht-EYkITRsZJnnbQRbVXdeAQNehaMcebCH86eM2_SG-0MnePdvjWLk

